OVERVIEW
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Place a comment card in
the margins next to any
content you support, have
concerns about, or have
any general comments.

For more than 15 years, the City of Dayton, Premier Health,
CityWide Development, residents and business owners, and
others have worked together in the neighborhoods surrounding
the former Good Samaritan Hospital 13-acre site in Northwest
Dayton. The work is known as the Phoenix Project, and has
included investments of more than $20 million that has leveraged
an additional $45 million.
A special initiative named Phoenix Next was launched in early
2018. The purpose of Phoenix Next is to create a re-use strategy
for the 13-acre site and a strategic investment plan for the
Phoenix Area neighborhoods.

PROCESS PRINCIPLES
»» Leverage the success of the
Phoenix Project and existing
community assets.
»» Include community members
through meaningful opportunities
to understand and contribute.

Phoenix Next is guided by the
following process principles:

»» Identify strategic investment
opportunities and additional
funding needs for the
neighborhoods.
»» Develop recommendations that are
forward-thinking and impactful.

»» Identify a re-use strategy for the
cleared, 13-acre site.
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Input from the public is critical
to the Phoenix Next process.
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WHAT WE’VE DONE

COMMITTEES

WHAT’S NEXT?

The first round of public engagement
allowed community members to
share ideas for the future of the site
and the neighborhoods. Over 400
people were directly engaged and
created 750 pieces of unique input
at the Community Forums and followup interviews. 100% of those that
responded, said they would continue
to participate in the planning process.

The process is led by the Phoenix
Board of Trustees. The Board
is supported by the Investment
Committee and Advisory Group.
The Board provides final decisions.
The Investment Committee
synthesizes process and
substance. The Advisory Group
provides deeper involvement for
community partners.

Following the Options
Workshop, and development of
recommendations for re-use of
the site and investment in the
neighborhoods, there will be an
Open House. The Open House
will provide the opportunity for
the public to view and comment
on recommendations, and to
share insight for next steps.

CONTEXT

Demographic data sets a foundation
for understanding future opportunites
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POPULATION CHANGE
The population has declined in the Phoenix Area
neighborhoods since 2009, along with the City, County and
Region. However, the rate of decline in the neighborhoods
(-5%) was proportionally less than that of the City (-9.4%).
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HOUSEHOLD INCOME
The median income in the
Phoenix Area neighborhoods
($28,605) is comparable to that
of the City of Dayton ($28,745).
However, the area has a
diversity of income levels. 40%
in the neighborhoods make
under $25,000, 32% make
between $25,000 and $49,999,
and 25% make over $50,000.
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DIVERSITY
The Phoenix Area neighborhoods are diverse. This is important to understand
because recommendations should be inclusive in serving the population.
»» Age: 15% are seniors (65 years »»
or over), an increase of 3% since
2009. 36% of the population is
under the age of 24, and 53% of
the population is between the
ages of 25 and 64.
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Race: In 2016, the
»»
proportion of African
Americans in the Phoenix
Area neighborhoods (85%)
was significantly larger than
the City as a whole (40%).

85%

African-American
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Household type: While the average household
size in the neighborhoods (2.5) is similar to
that of the City (2.3) and the Region (2.4),
in 2010 the percentage of female headed
households was greater (28% compared to
21% for the City and 14% for the Region).
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OUR WORK

Working map representing assets mentioned
through community engagement.
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APPROACH

Generating a conceptual direction based
on market constraints and opportunities

WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Place a comment card in
the margins next to any
content you support, have
concerns about, or have
any general comments.

KNOWING THE MARKET
Local market conditions are key to understanding
what can happen on the site. However, market
trends are not the sole determinant of what is
possible. A vision, perseverance and strategy
can help communities change course.
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Market conditions in the 45405 and 45406 zipcodes:
»» The neighborhoods have not recovered from the
recession with respect to the number of businesses
or jobs
»» While the size of the average loan has increased
since 2008, loan size is still small and number of
loans has decreased
»» While there is spending opportunity, retail potential
is limited by the rise of online shopping and lack of
market depth in most market sectors
»» Most who live in the area work elsewhere
»» Housing prices are significantly low compared to
the City average

BUILDING THE MARKET

INTERIM USES

While major transformation may be small,
impactful interim steps can be taken to prove a
market exists for long-term on the 13-acre site.
Temporary uses can activate the site and build
excitement about the future. These ideas take a
low-cost approach to design and can be funded
through grants, crowd-funding and other means.

»» Exploratory “pop-up” retail Low cost structures
that provide an opportunity for local entrepreneurs
»» Temporary entertainment Stages for performances,
places for games and/or children’s play areas
»» Community gathering areas Places to gather for
special celebrations or scheduled programs

Food Containers, Toronto, ON

Chalets, Muskegon, MI

DIRECTION FOR USE

A

Three mixed-use concepts for the 13-acre site are
being explored. The concepts are not proposed
developments. They have been generated to show
a range of alternative build-out and use scenarios
that represent different options for the future. Each
concept includes ideas for uses and site layouts
that respond to community interests, are worthy
of considerations from a market perspective, these
can be further analyzed to determine feasibilities.
They are shared for the purpose of evaluating how
well they might achieve desired outcomes.
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DIRECTION FOR DESIGN
The following strategies guide the physical components for each of the three concepts:
»» Create walkable streets
and blocks
»» Bring buildings to the edge
»» Create the strong corner
»» Leverage the garage
»» Create central green
»» Create “The Place”
»» Support intensity compatible
with neighborhoods

Create walkable streets

Bring buildings to street edge

Create a strong corner

Testing
the
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Place a comment card in
the margins next to any
content you support, have
concerns about, or have
any general comments.

RESIDENTIAL
Emphasis on housing with combination
of residential building types that could be
built incrementally (20-50 units at a time)
»» Responds to
community interest in
quality and variety in
housing options

»» Provides housing
»» Integrates
types not currently on
into the
the market in the area
existing
(builds the market)
neighborhood

TWO PHASES OF
DEVELOPMENT

Residential

The initial phase represents a “first move” that would have an
immediate positive impact on the area and build momentum toward
future development. The future buildout represents a long-range
vision for uses that would activate some or all of the rest of the site.

Civic / Educational

Diagrammatic
view of land uses

Office
Retail
Future Development

INITIAL PHASE

FUTURE BUILDOUT

A residential building with ground floor retail
would provide a new housing product in the
neighborhoods that may attract people to live in
the area. It would be designed for compatibility
with the scale and character of area housing
and may be a townhome or medium-scale
apartment.

Future buildout would include a
additional residential buildings in the
northeast and southeast portions of
the site. Smaller-scale townhomestyle buildings may be developed
along Benson Drive, facing outward
toward the neighborhood. Mediumscale residential buildings might
be located along Salem Avenue or
further into the interior of the site.

An office building with ground floor retail would
help bring employment, goods and services.
Some ground-floor civic and/or educational
space may also be included in this phase.

A significant open space would be
retained to serve as an amenity both
for residents of the new buildings
and the rest of the community.

Exploratory retail on the site would allow
entrepreneurs to test business concepts and
help prove a market for goods. The remainder of
the site would be open space in this phase.

USE STATISTICS
Initial phase’s conceptual land use allocation

Final buildout’s conceptual land use allocation

»»
»»
»»
»»

»»
»»
»»
»»

Residential 65,000sf
Office 20,000sf
Retail 25,000sf
Civic / Educational 10,000sf

Residential 284,000sf
Office 20,000sf
Retail 35,000sf
Civic / Educational 10,000sf

Focus

INITIAL PHASE

A
WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Rendering depicts potential
use and form for initial change

Place a comment card in
the margins next to any
content you support, have
concerns about, or have
any general comments.
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13-ACRE SITE

FUTURE BUILDOUT

The existing parking
structure is slated to remain.

Looking Northeast, development
in its potential final form.

CHARACTER EXAMPLES

Residential buildings should include a
mix of sizes and types at a scale that is
compatible with the surrounding context.
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These photos are illustrative of the
scale and character of development

Walkability should be emphasized through the creation
of small blocks, improvements to sidewalk conditions
and the addition of amenities (street trees, lighting, etc.).

Testing
the
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Place a comment card in
the margins next to any
content you support, have
concerns about, or have
any general comments.

EMPLOYMENT

Focus

Emphasis on flexible commercial
space to house a range of businesses
and generate living-wage jobs
»» Supports both »» Provides spaces that »» Prioritizes connection to
entrepreneurs
are adaptable for a
programs programs that
and established
variety of tenants and
assist with job training
companies
can change over time
or small business support

TWO PHASES OF
DEVELOPMENT

Flexible Employment
Civic / Educational

Diagrammatic
view of land uses

Residential

The initial phase represents a “first move” that would have an
immediate positive impact on the area and build momentum toward
future development. The future buildout represents a long-range
vision for uses that would activate some or all of the rest of the site.

Office
Retail
Future Development

INITIAL PHASE

FUTURE BUILDOUT

Flexible employment buildings would be
constructed in this phase for a combination
of businesses that may include engineering
and manufacturing technology, warehousing,
distribution, offices, call centers, maker and
creative spaces, and other uses.

Future buildout would involve a potential
expansion of the flex employment uses
to accommodate additional businesses or
creative spaces.

A civic and/or educational space would
be included that may offer space for job
training or other activities to support local
employment. Exploratory retail on the site
would allow entrepreneurs to test business
concepts and help prove a market for
goods. The remainder of the site would be
open space in this phase.

Residential uses would be developed
along Benson Drive and in the northern
portions of the site, serving as a transition
between flex employment and existing
residential.
Office space with ground floor retail would
also be integrated into the site, creating a
mix of complementary uses.

USE STATISTICS
Initial phase’s conceptual land use allocation

Final buildout’s conceptual land use allocation

»» Flexible Employment 50,000sf
»» Civic / Educational 20,000sf

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Flexible Employment 93,000sf
Civic / Educational 20,000sf
Residential 130,000sf
Office 20,000sf
Retail 20,000sf

INITIAL PHASE

B
WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Rendering depicts potential
use and form for initial change

Place a comment card in
the margins next to any
content you support, have
concerns about, or have
any general comments.
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13-ACRE SITE

FUTURE BUILDOUT

The existing parking
structure is slated to remain.

Looking Northeast, development
in its potential final form.

CHARACTER EXAMPLES

Flexible work spaces for a combination of
businesses that could include engineering and
manufacturing technology, artisanal, maker
and creative spaces, among other others.
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These photos are illustrative of the
scale and character of development

Buildings should
generally be modern
warehouse style and
one story in height.

A strong effort should made
to design buildings to help
activate adjacent sidewalks
and public spaces.

Testing
the
WHAT DO YOU THINK?
Place a comment card in
the margins next to any
content you support, have
concerns about, or have
any general comments.

CIVIC

Focus

Emphasis on community and/or educational
facilities and programming, with the
addition of recreational uses over time.
»» Prioritizes
creating a safe,
attractive and
welcoming place
for community
members

»» Provides
opportunity for
a broad range
of activities that
promote health
and wellness

»» Serve the
neighborhoods and
attract people from
outside the area
through recreational
components.

TWO PHASES OF
DEVELOPMENT

Civic / Educational

Diagrammatic
view of land uses

The initial phase represents a “first move” that would have an
immediate positive impact on the area and build momentum toward
future development. The future buildout represents a long-range
vision for uses that would activate some or all of the rest of the site.

Exploratory Retail
Future Development
Civic / Educational
Hotel
Recreational / Wellness

INITIAL PHASE

FUTURE BUILDOUT

A civic and/or educational building would
provide a new community gathering space.
It would be a space for programs that could
serve youth, families, seniors or others, and
may have a specific focus that is linked to
community needs, such as job training or
child care.

A potential expansion of the civic and/
or educational uses on the site would
accommodate additional programming.

Exploratory retail on the site would allow
entrepreneurs to test business concepts and
help prove a market for goods and services
such as locally made housewares jewelry, or
clothing, as well as food products.

The majority of the rest of the site would be
dedicated to recreational uses that may include
a combination of flexible, multi-use sports fields
and ancillary structures. Special attention would
be paid to ensuring year-round activation and
the opportunity for indoor athletics. Athletic
uses would both serve the local community
and offer the potential to bring outsiders in for
tournament play or other special events.

The remainder of the site would be open
space in this phase, which may remain
passive.

An on-site hotel could help to support visitors
from outside of the neighborhoods and would
further activate Philadelphia Drive.

USE STATISTICS
Initial phase’s conceptual land use allocation

Final buildout’s conceptual land use allocation

»» Civic / Educational 10,000sf

»» Civic / Educational 20,000sf
»» Hotel 80,000sf (120 rooms)

INITIAL PHASE

C
WHAT DO YOU THINK?

Rendering depicts potential
use and form for initial change

Place a comment card in
the margins next to any
content you support, have
concerns about, or have
any general comments.
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13-ACRE SITE

FUTURE BUILDOUT

The existing parking
structure is slated to remain.

Looking Northeast, development
in its potential final form.

CHARACTER EXAMPLES

Civic buildings should support activities for youth
and families, as well as other key segments
of the population such as the elderly, should
designed with an outward orientation so that
they are well-integrated with the neighborhood.
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These photos illustrate of the scale
and character of development

Potential recreational facilities
developed over time could include
flexible spaces that can be used for
a variety of sports, and may include
both indoor and outdoor spaces.

